Notes
Design Standard DNV 2.22 and Lloyds LAME
Model Number: 03-0306
Connected to rig via 6.5T Shackle (Eye to Eye Swivel Optional Extra)
Tare: 41kgs
Max Line Pull 3T
Max Head Pull 6T

6.5T Shackle

40mm Gate Opening

Umbilical Oillon Roller

Control Line Oillon Roller

Safety Line Shackle

Safety Line Shackle

6.5T Shackle
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General tolerances UNO
Steel fabrications: ± 0.05mm
Machining: ± 0.05mm
Concentric: ± 0.05mm
Angular: ± 0.05mm

Machined corner radii
Inside: ± 0.50mm UNO
Outside: ± 0.65mm UNO

Description: 3T 6T Sheave
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